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ALL-COMPOSITE TOPPERS & INSERTS 
Adding More Utility and Function to Work Trucks 

E V E R L A S T  T R U C K  B O D I ES The worldwide leader in lightweight composite work truck bodies.



Five out of the top six United States service fleets turn to BrandFX™ for the dependable performance of 
all-composite work truck bodies. Lightweight and tough, the BrandFX advanced all-composite toppers 
and inserts feature zero-corrosion, zero-oxidation construction that will not dent, warp, or rust — even 
under the most demanding applications.

Composite Work Toppers
BrandFX composite work toppers offer improved hauling and storage capabilities for most work trucks. 
The high-strength composite is ultra-lightweight compared to standard steel construction, reducing the 
stress on tires, brakes and suspension systems. This lightweight innovation also delivers added fuel 
savings and the option to either downsize chassis or accommodate increased payloads.

In addition to upgraded accessibility and versatility, work toppers can be easily removed and reinstalled 
on most chassis including popular Chevrolet, RAM, Ford, and GMC models. With all the benefits of 
durable, all-composite construction, BrandFX work toppers are the industry’s hard-working, long-lasting 
work truck solution.

Available in PLUS-TOP™ design for greater storage space or sleek LOW-PROFILE design.

THE VERSATILITY & FUNCTIONALITY 
NEEDED FOR THE TOUGH JOBS 

STANDARD FEATURES
• Automotive-grade white gelcoat finish

• Protected electrical wiring

• Stainless steel hardware throughout

• One-piece molded doors,  
automotive finish on both sides

• Leekproof Recessed door seal system

• Automotive-grade door gasket

• Pull-down strap on lift-up side doors

• Aluminum drip rails above side doors

• Self-contained with sealed floor  
and sidewalls*

• Flat interior floor*

• Flow-through ventilation system

• High-mount brake light

• Double rear doors

• Plug-in style rear door holders

• Lift-up side doors on both sides

• Gas prop door retainers on side doors

* applies to inserts only 

CORROSION-RESISTANT
BrandFX delivers lightweight and 
corrosion-resistant toppers and inserts 
without sacrificing strength and 
dependability. This built-in protection 
against corrosion damage is one more 
improvement over standard steel and 
aluminum toppers that increases the 
overall life cycle value of BrandFX 
composite products.



Composite WorkPod™ Inserts
WorkPod™ Inserts are purpose-built to deliver advanced mobile storage with more work 
space, accommodating all popular bed sizes for Chevrolet, RAM, Ford, and GMC models. 
They combine the open interior work space of vans with convenient, exterior-accessible 
compartments. These practical, cost-effective work solutions eliminate the need for 
standard commercial vans by upgrading to the pickup platforms most service technicians 
prefer, and allow for off-road capability and upgrades as well

BrandFX WorkPod inserts frequently outlast the chassis they are mounted on, no matter 
how long they’ve been installed, when it’s time for a new vehicle these inserts can be easily 
transferred from one work truck to another — with no unloading required — which leads 
to significantly increased life cycle value. The zero-corrosion, zero-oxidation composite also 
means BrandFX WorkPod Inserts stay in good or excellent condition, so service fleets can 
benefit from a more sleek, professional appearance.

Available in PLUS-TOP™ design for greater storage space 
or sleek LOW-PROFILE design.

BrandFX advanced all-composite 

toppers and inserts provide 

more utility with quicker, easier 

accessibility. Standard built-in 

features, ranging from organized 

interior space to secure exterior 

compartments, include premium 

shelving, drawer, cabinet 

and lighting options. These 

features all combine to provide 

more convenience, improved 

efficiency, and optimized mobile 

storage space across an entire 

service fleet.

E V E R L A S T  T R U C K  B O D I ES

THE SMART INVESTMENT 
Benefits of Toppers/Inserts

• Better gas mileage

• Easily remounts onto  
new chassis when needed

• Customizable features/options

• Versatile storage options

• Retains its appearance

• Better resale value
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BRANDFX™ THE LIFE CYCLE VALUE LEADER™

BrandFX is the worldwide leader in lightweight composite Work Truck bodies – providing line bodies, 
service bodies, inserts, tonneau covers, and toppers to many of the world’s largest utility and service fleets. 
BrandFX EverLast composite bodies are proven to offer the highest life cycle value, delivering 20-plus years 

of effective service while maintaining their quality finish and appearance. Because BrandFX believes  
in American-made quality, the company manufactures all of its truck bodies in the U.S.

BrandFX advanced all-composite toppers and inserts provide a higher degree of utility that offers greater convenience and improved overall 
efficiency. Built for quick and easy accessibility, we combine standard built-in features with a full selection of optional equipment for a customized 
product that lasts a lifetime.


